MARCO STAX PRODUCT AGREEMENT

This Marco Stax Product Agreement ("Stax Agreement") is entered into by and between Marco Technologies, LLC ("Marco") and the legal entity identified in any Schedule of Products ("Client") for the services ("Services"), equipment and other goods (collectively, "Equipment"), software ("Software"), and Incidentals (defined below) (collectively, "Products") that Marco will provide during the Term and any Renewal Term of the Marco Relationship Agreement ("Agreement") between Marco and Client. This Stax Agreement is governed by and subject to the Agreement. Defined terms in the Agreement have the same meaning in this Stax Agreement unless otherwise expressly stated. If Client does not accept and comply with this Stax Agreement, it may not place an order or use the Products.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES AND DELIVERABLES

1. **Pricing and Service Discounts.** This Stax Agreement provides discounts on Services provided under the below Product Agreements, which shall be referred to herein as Component Agreements. Such discounts will be reflected on Client’s invoice and are conditioned upon Client fulfilling all of the obligations in this Stax Agreement and each of the Component Agreements that the Parties enter into for their full terms, including any renewal and extended terms.


   b) Voice as a Service as provided at https://www.marconet.com/legal/managed-service-product-agreements/cloud-voice-agreement

   c) Copier and/or printer DaaS Agreement.

2. **Term.**

   a) This Stax Agreement shall be in effect as of the first date of any SOP of a Component Agreement and shall continue for five (5) years ("Stax Agreement Term"). This Stax Agreement shall automatically renew for successive twelve (12) month periods (each a “Stax Renewal Term”), unless either Party provides written notice of its intent not to renew at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of the then-current Stax Agreement Term or Stax Agreement Renewal Term.

   b) Except as provided in c) below, each time Client enters into a SOP for a Component Agreement, the term of any other SOP(s) hereunder is extended to be coterminous with the longest SOP term of any Component Agreement.

   c) If Client and Marco enter into a lease relating to any Products provided by Marco (a “Product Lease”), Client’s obligations with respect to the lease of such Products shall be solely governed by the Product Lease.

Effective: August 1, 2020